The most important protective measures at a glance

Things are starting up again at last! We’re pleased to be able to welcome you in person to the Nuremberg Exhibition Centre. We have implemented our hygiene concept with the utmost care so that people can network and conduct business in a safe environment and feel good about it.

**State-of-the-art ventilation concept**
- Maximum supply of fresh air guaranteed
- Complete air exchange several times an hour
- Separate supply and exhaust air control

**Tracking at the exhibition stand**
- Digital recording of contact information upon entering the exhibition stand with the “LeadSuccess” tracking system – fast and without complications
- NürnbergMesse provides exhibitors with the app free of charge

**Social distancing**
- Clear management of entrance areas and exits
- Wider hallways and enlarged community areas
- Digital guidance system, floor markings, and notices for controlling visitor flows

**Face covering**
- Indoor areas: Masks are mandatory (except at the exhibition stand/table, provided that a minimum distance can be safely maintained and contact is documented)
- Outdoor areas: Masks are not mandatory if a minimum distance can be ensured

**Disinfection and cleaning**
- Hand-washing and sanitizing facilities throughout the entire grounds
- Cleaning and disinfection of surfaces and sanitary facilities at more frequent intervals

**Online ticketing**
- Easy and comfortable pre-registration and full registration
- Mobile tickets for contactless access
- Control and monitoring of crowd size and density on the grounds

Other services for a safe restart
- Contactless payment
- Additional service personnel ensures compliance with all protective measures
- Graphics and notices for communicating the measures are posted online

All further up-to-date hygiene measures can be found at: enforcetac.com/hygieneconcept
Do you have any questions? If so, please get in touch with us!